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We are proud to be acknowledged and
recognized by industry organizations from
around the globe.
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live and work and delivering on our purpose
of Building a Better World.

Employee Spotlight
Meet Andre Tolme, Northwest U.S. Area
Manager for construction management
services.

A FEW WORDS FROM
BLAIR
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As we wrap up the first quarter,
I am pleased to share some of our
performance and project highlights.
A lot of great things are already
happening for 2015, as we continue
with our vision and strategy to be the
expert in project delivery with a focus
on water and energy.
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First and foremost, safety is our
number one priority. I am thrilled to announce
the MWH Constructors U.S. team reached a
perfect safety record in 2014 – 12 consecutive
months without incurring an occupational injury,
illness or fatality involving days away from work.
Special congratulations goes to the Thomas P.
Smith WRF team for reaching a historical record
of 2,031 days worked, and 1,483,431 hours
worked without a lost time incident.
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In the U.K., MWH Treatment has secured two
contracts for bio power plants furthering our
presence in the energy space. The Welland Bio
Power Plant and the Birmingham Bio Energy
Power Plant – similar projects in that they take
waste from wood, turning it into energy.
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In the U.S., our District 1 team recently won the
Avon Lake Regional Water project in Ohio. This
recent win completes our trifecta of ‘firsts’ for
the state of Ohio. Turn to page 3 to read more.
Thank you all for your hard work, dedication and
passion that continues to make us a leader in the
industry and a company dedicated to our clients.
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See you on the jobsite!

ON THE COVER

Blair Lavoie, PE
President, MWH Constructors

Austin WTP Number 4
The Austin plant has the capacity to treat 50
million gallons of water per day to provide a
reliable resource for clean drinking water for the
citizens of Austin.
Water Treatment Plant No. 4, Austin, TX.
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U.S. Operations

DISTRICT 1

The Thomas P. Smith WRF Nears the
Finish Line
The Thomas P. Smith Water Reclamation Facility
project, located in Tallahassee, Florida is nearing
final completion. The City’s main goal for this project
was to provide a more efficient and enhanced
nutrient removal treatment process that produces
effluent meeting the new Florida Department
of Environmental Protection (FDEP) permitting
requirements. MWH Constructors (MWHC) revised
construction sequencing that allowed for the City to
meet their FDEP permit discharge limits a year ahead
of schedule.
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MWHC performed construction management-at-risk
services for the City of Tallahassee on this $172
million water reclamation facility upgrade. The project
included preconstruction as well as the complete
construction of facility upgrades through project
closeout. This facility is processing 26.6 million gallons
per day (mgd) with a future upgrade to 31 mgd, and
is scheduled for final completion in April 2015. The
project team conducted a very successful “lessons
learned” conference in January 2015, where the Client
expressed their utmost satisfaction with the project.

Ohio Trifecta
Congratulations to the District 1 Midwest
Regional team for recently winning the
Avon Lake Regional Water project in
Ohio. This, along with two other wins,
completes our trifecta of ‘firsts’ for the state of Ohio.
• Steubenville Water Treatment Plant – First water
treatment plant project to be design-build, and also
the first to use a superpulsator in Ohio.
• Fremont Water Pollution Control Center – First
wastewater treatment plant project in Ohio to use
CMAR.
• Avon Lake Water Treatment Plant – First water
treatment plant project in Ohio to use CMAR.

Construction Begins at Muddy Creek
Wastewater Treatment Plant
The City of Winston-Salem recently announced
MWHC as the general contractor for the $51
million Muddy Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant
Consolidated Influent Pumping Improvements,
City/County Utility Commission in North Carolina.
Construction includes new headworks, a new influent
pumping station and flow equalizations facilities.
The project comprises of a 50 foot deep excavation of
the new pump station, which is 30 feet deep in granite.
MWHC is self-performing all work, with the exception
of electrical and instrumental, which will be performed
by local North Carolina subcontractors. Construction is
slated for completion by February 2017.
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Thomas P. Smith WRF
CITY OF TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA
“We are very proud of our significant safety success on the Thomas P. WRF. MWH
Constructors, over the past 20+ years of utility and water infrastructure construction,
has continued to refine a positive safety culture. The most important fact is that each
day all employees of MWH Constructors, and its partners, get to come to work and go
home safely due to the effort that this company has dedicated to providing education
and system safety training. We pride ourselves on that.”
– Barry McLaughlin, regional safety manager

Thomas P. Smith Water Reclamation Facility, Tallahassee, FL

U.S. Operations

DISTRICT 2

Upgrading One of the Oldest Water
Treatment Plants in Dallas
The Bachman Water Treatment Plant (WTP) is the
oldest WTP in Dallas and has a current net treatment
capacity of 150 mgd, current storage capacity of 12.6
million gallons, and a high-service pumping capacity of
180 mgd. MWHC is the general contractor responsible
for $48 million in improvements to the facility.
In the secondary treatment basins, the team is
replacing the old chain and flight sludge collectors
with a new system called the Zickert Sludge Removal
System. It is more commonly used in European
countries and relatively new in the U.S. The Zickert
Sludge System is a bottom sludge scraper constructed
for a continuous sludge transport.
The project team has also conducted several
successful total plant shut downs in the early
morning hours, during low water demand periods,
while installing new clearwells. The plant will be 100
percent shut down for nearly 60 days to construct
and complete three 48-inch ozonated water meter
vaults and a 72-inch raw water meter vault that are
approximately 25 feet below grade.
We are self-performing 75 percent of the work,
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including excavation, site-work, yard pipe, concrete,
structural steel and mechanical. The project will reach
completion in March 2017.

Fighting the Good Fight: Water Scarcity is
an Imminent Reality
In a growing community where water scarcity is a
reality, the City of Austin had to develop a water
treatment facility that would provide water to the
booming city well into the future. MWHC worked handin-hand with the City to construct Water Treatment
Plant No. 4. The facility provides 50 million gallons
of clean drinking water per day, expandable to 300
million gallons per day. Close collaboration with the
local community and all contractors was a significant
factor in the project’s success.
As the construction manager-at-risk, we partnered
with more than 208 subcontractors, 88 percent of
which were based in the local and regional area. More
than 25 percent of the subcontractors used during
preconstruction activities were local minority and
women-owned businesses.
This environmentally conscious project provided a
significant local economic impact, while ensuring the
delivery of safe, reliable drinking water to the citizens
of Austin. Check out what the project team is saying
about the new facility: http://ow.ly/KGm8o.

Austin Water Treatment Plant No. 4
CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS
“The new facility is an important step forward for Austin. As we
grow, it’s vital that we invest in infrastructure that will ensure the
security, sustainability, and reliability of our water resources.”
– Austin Mayor Lee Leffingwell

Water Treatment Plant No.4 pump station, Austin, TX

Clarifier at the Water Treatment Plant No.4, Austin, TX
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U.S. Operations

DISTRICT 3

Clark County Water Reclamation District
Awards Contract to Nevada Water
Solutions
MWH Constructors, Inc. & J.A. Tiberti Construction,
Inc. DBA Nevada Water Solutions Joint Venture (NWS
JV) has been awarded an $89 million contract by the
Clark County Water Reclamation District (Reclamation
District) for an expansion of their main facility. The
new project provides the final stage of filtration to
wastewater before being discharged in the Las Vegas
Wash and eventually Lake Mead for reuse by the Las
Vegas Valley.
Construction will began during the first quarter of 2015.
Taking approximately 30 months to complete, it is
anticipated that 250 local jobs will be created during
the life of the project.
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This is the first construction management-at-risk
project for the Reclamation District. This alternative
delivery method brings the contractors in early, during
the design phase, and focuses on collaboration and
a team approach in order to maximize resources and
reduce costs.

Unusual Utah Winter Allows for
Significant Yard Piping Installation
Construction is well under way at the North Davis
Sewer District’s Biosolids Process Expansion project.
The project is increasing their plant’s digestion
capacity to serve the local community through the year
2035. MWHC was selected as the general contractor
based on previously successful construction projects
with the District.
Syracuse, Utah has seen an unusually warm winter,
allowing the project team to install a significant portion
of yard piping. Construction of the new process
buildings – Primary Sludge Thickening Building
and Cogeneration Facility – is largely complete.
Both buildings are weatherproofed and architectural
finishes such as doors, windows, painting, etc. are well
underway.
The addition of mixing and heating to the secondary
digesters is complete and both are back in fulltime
service. Key pieces of process equipment have been
delivered and set into positions, including rotary
drum thickeners, two million BTU/hr boiler, and two
1.1 megawatt engine generators. The project team
has also begun the installation of process piping and
electrical.
Commissioning of the new facilities will commence in
May and run throughout the summer. The project is on
schedule to achieve substantial completion by the end
of this year.
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Auburn Wastewater Pretreatment Plant

Auburn, Washington

Boeing WPP Renewal Project Reaches
Successful Completion
The project team celebrated as the Auburn wastewater
pretreatment plant (WPP) reached final completion on
April 10, 2015. MWHC was selected to provide designbuild services for the Boeing Company to revamp
and refurbish the aging Auburn WPP. The plant is a
critical component of the facility’s production line and
any failure of the WPP has the potential to critically
jeopardize the plant’s production.
Biosolids Process Expansion Project, Syracuse, UT

The project included replacing critical systems within
the plant, providing greater efficiency and allowing
Boeing to meet current and future Publicly Owned
Treatment Works requirements.
Construction was complete six months after design
completion. Multiple equipment and sub packages
were sequenced to expedite delivery and construction.
The initial OPCC was $17 million, upon completion the
project team was able to provide $1.5 million in cost
savings.

UK Operations

DISTRICT 1

MWH Treatment Driving Innovation at
Seafield Thermal Hydrolysis Plant
Seafield THP treats sewage from Edinburgh and
surrounding areas and produces treated sludge
through pasteurisation, offering a number of
benefits:
• Increased biogas production
• Increased sludge dewaterability
• Production of pasteurised sludge
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The green energy generated helps to power the
works, and enables the site to become 88 percent
self-sufficient, as additional gas is fed into the CHP
engines, and the generated electricity is utilized
on site. MWH Treatment is the main contractor
responsible for the design, supply, build and
commission of the £14 million project. This plant
presented unique engineering challenges and
recently won the Bentley Award for Innovation in
water or wastewater treatment plants.The team
demonstrated that despite the challenges, the
innovative technology enabled MWH Treatment to
reduce time and cost and manage associated risks.
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David Bennett, Principal Mechanical Engineer at
MWH Treatment said, “Bentley’s BIM software
has allowed MWH Treatment to involve operations
staff earlier in the design process. The ability to
virtually view the design before it is built gives the
end user a better understanding of the proposed
design and allows them to make comments on
access, lifting and maintenance issues. MWH see
the communication between the designer and the
end user as a major benefit to producing a cost
effective and practical design.”

Birmingham Bio Power Plant

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

Energy Minister Visits Birmingham Bio
Energy Power Plant
Matt Hancock MP, Minister of State, visited the plant
one year after the project’s groundbreaking.

Jacqualine Ingram, Technical Operations Manager,
MWH Treatment said, “BIM software gave the
construction and commissioning teams an early
understanding of how to build and operate the plant.
The ability to see the 3D effect and construction
detail is powerful in preventing construction clashes
and ensuring a right first time outcome.”

The plant will be supplied with approximately 67,000
tons of wood waste and is forecast to save 107,000
tons of CO2 emissions pa and produce electricity
to supply the equivalent of 17,000 homes. MWH
Treatment secured the contract from Birmingham
3D BIM model of the Seafield Thermal Hydrolysis Plant

Bio-Power Ltd to design, build, operate and maintain
a 10.3MW biomass gasification facility worth £47.8
scheduled to be operational in early 2016.
Blair Lavoie, president of MWH Constructors said,
“This plant is a testament to the spirit of genuine
collaboration where investors, planners, government
and our design and build team have delivered on a
vision that highlights the U.K. as a market leader in
energy from waste.”

UK Operations

DISTRICT 2

A day in the field, isn’t always what you
might expect
Our field resources encounter challenging and
scary situations in their day to day activities. A few
interesting highlights from recent projects:
While working at night, two technicians went to
the aid of an individual being attacked. During the
intervention, a firearm fell to the floor. Previous
training enabled our guy to take control of the
situation, place the firearm in safe mode and out of
harm’s way until the police arrived.
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During a routine site investigation, a member of
the public approached our van, placed a suitcase
beside vehicle and made a swift retreat. Keeping
calm, our technicians called emergency services
and the suitcase was declared harmless. Being
vigilant and staying safe extends well beyond
normal working activities.
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During an excavation to repair a leak onsite, a
human skull was discovered. Police were called,
and an archaeologist attended to oversee the
events. The archaeologist believed the skeleton
was between 600-700 years old, dating back to
medieval times. Fortunately things this gruesome
are rare, but they do make the job interesting!

Frankley Water Treatment Works

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

MWH secure two key contracts for
Severn Trent Water
The Rapid Gravity Filter Refurbishment design
and build program of work circa £37 million, a
joint venture with CIM6 (a Costain, MWH U.K.
joint venture). Nine sites require an upgrade
to eliminate the risk of coliform failures in the
drinking water supply. The other award is the Early
Contractor Involvement (ECI) contract for Minworth
Thermal Hydrolysis Plant with a value of £390,000.
Upon successful completion of the design phase
of the ECI work, the design and build phase will be
awarded with an estimated value of £35 million.

Virtual Reality (VR) Technology saves on
design development at Frankley WTW
MWH Treatment uses technology developed for the
gaming industry to design and build a new Lime Plant.
The £14 million capital maintenance project uses
3D models and a VR headset to reduce design
development times and achieve greater customer
satisfaction.This aids our drive for greater off-site

Leak detection by MWH Treatment.

assembly by allowing designers, suppliers and endusers the opportunity to collaborate, visualize and
agree end product integration during design.
Innovative technology used during design reviews of
the new Lime Plant allowed operators to ‘shape’ the
asset that will be handed over to them. This approach
has been successful in designing-out H&S risks.

UK Operations

DISTRICT 3

SMB Joint Venture
The SMB joint venture continues to work with the
alliance set up by Thames Water, Eight2O, to
develop our program of work, along with building
the processes and procedures necessary to
create a safe, productive and efficient working
environment for staff. The program has been split
between SMB and the other JV partner, Costain,
Atkins (CA), primarily on a geographical basis,
with SMB taking the North, Central and Eastern
regions, and CVA the Southern and Western
areas. We have some early start challenges,
with a THP scheme in Basingstoke, and other
CHP schemes across the region, and these are
testing the robustness of our systems and contract
management at the earliest stage and will set the
scene for the years to come.
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Financially, SMB will deliver £100 -150 million per
annum, which is divided equally between the three
partners. As MWH Treatment, we will be focused
on the non infrastructure works, rather than the
pipeline gangs in the infrastructure world. This is
a good mix, as both our partners have significant
resource and capability for that world.
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MWH Treatment sponsored leading
U.K. Water Industry event

Lower Hall Pumping Station

LONDON, ENGLAND

MWH Treatment sponsored the British Water
Winter meeting at the House of Lords, London,
U.K. The event raises the profile of the U.K. water
industry and the industry supply chain. Keynote
speakers included Dan Rogerson, Member of
Parliament for North Cornwall and Mark Lane,
Chairman of British Water and covered topics such
as The Water Act, the reform of the water market
and the formation of the U.K. Water Partnership.
The reception was hosted by Lord Selbourne, a
British peer, and provided the opportunity to catch
up with some of the most influential minds in the
U.K. Water Industry including CEOs from Severn
Trent Water, Thames Water, Scottish Water and
Southern Water.

Key milestone reached at Lower Hall
Pumping Station
This project, valued at £6.25 million, is due for
completion in August 2015 and a key milestone was
achieved this month by Kay Silver, Essex and Suffolk
Water’s Project Manager, laying the first brick of the
architecturally designed pumping station.

House of Lords, London, England

The building, which will use over 60,000 bricks and
blocks, has been designed to fit into the natural
environment using elements such as natural wood
cladding. Kay said, “I was delighted when MWH
Treatment asked me to lay the first brick, it marks a big
milestone in the project and it was good to share it with
the whole project team.”

MWH Constructors Announces
New Vice Presidents
Thomas DeMayo, vice
president of energy
construction operations

Awards &

RECOGNITION
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MWH Constructors Receives
Three National Safety Council
Awards
Perfect Record Award
Awarded to companies that have continued for at
least 12 consecutive months without incurring an
occupational injury, illness or fatality involving days
away from work.

Occupational Excellence Achievement
Award
In accordance with OSHA recordkeeping
requirements, this award honors companies,
locations or divisions that reported injuries and
illnesses involving days away from work equal to
or less that 50 percent of the BLS rating for their
6-didigt NAICS code, and have had no fatalities
during the calendar year.

Significant Improvement Award
Honors companies that have a minimum 20 percent
reduction in injuries and illnesses that involve days
away from work and have maintained or reduced
the number of fatalities in accordance with OSHA
recordkeeping requirements; current calendar year
from previous calendar year.

MWH Treatment Wins Award for
Innovation in Water and
Wastewater Treatment Plants
MWH Treatment won an award for the “Innovation
in water and wastewater” category at the Bentley
Systems Year in Infrastructure Awards 2014.
David Bennett Principal Engineer, Andrew Cowell
Engineering Director, Damon Webster BIM Change
Program Leader, all from MWH, alongside Cyndi
Smith Senior Director of Application Advantage
and Tony Andrews Solutions Executive Water,
from Bentley Systems, were presented with this
prestigious award at a ceremony during the annual
Be Inspired Innovations in Infrastructure event held
at The Hilton Metropole in London.
Congratulations to the team at Seafield Thermal
Hydrolysis Plant in Edinburgh on this fantastic
achievement. The judges recognized the significant
benefits of how Bentley’s BIM software has allowed
MWH to involve operational staff earlier in the design
process, giving them the ability to walk round the
design before it’s built. This gives the end user a
better understanding of the proposed design and
allows them to make comments and changes.

DeMayo has more than 40 years of
experience in project and construction management
with extensive staff and line management expertise
in the water and wastewater, power generation and
pollution control industries, with a particular focus on
CAMBI projects. He manages MWHC U.K. and U.S.
energy operations where we have more than $100M
in active energy projects with a bid book of nearly
$1B in the U.K. alone. DeMayo will be temporarily
living in the U.K. to assist in the Tyseley bio-mass
power plant startup and to also support the Welland
project kick-off.

Michael Haarmann, vice
president and business
development manager
Haarmann has more than 21
years of experience providing a full range of
construction services to a broad range of clients.
He is a seasoned professional in the construction
management-at-risk delivery method with an
emphasis on the preconstruction phase. He served
as senior project manager for the successful $232M
Tres Rios Water Reclamation Facility project.
Presently, Haarmann is leading the Clark County and
Denver Water preconstruction phases.

Todd Larson, vice president
and director of global
engineering and quality
operations
Larson has 28 years of experience in the design
and construction of domestic and international water
and wastewater projects. He serves as the MWHC
director of engineering and quality with oversight
on estimating, commissioning and startup and CMS
groups. In the U.S., Larson’s focus is working with
the global engineering group to develop design-build
project pursuits. In the U.K., Larson will focus on
leveraging MWH Treatment design project delivery
expertise globally.

Our New

TEAM MEMBERS

MWH Constructors U.S.
Patricia Anselmo
Thomas DeMayo
Jaime Fernandez
Omar Gonzalez
William Johnson
Garhett Jurgens
Carmen Laabs
Todd Larson
Darren Little
Shaun Moser
Jordy Murray

Rodney Ricketts
Tyler Ruble
Loren Smith
Theodora Taflambas
Wade Woodring
Liron Yovel
Sean Maurer
Siam Klinkao
Erasto Altamirano
Douglas Wahl
Casey Graham

MWH Treatment U.K.
John Anderson
Sanjit Barham
Dipankar Basak
Richard Beardsley
Craig Bould
Elen Bradley
Jamie Craig
Jamie Davies
Noel Doyle
Keith Farmer
Leah Fletcher
Kieran Fox
James Geary
Kath Gotrel
John Knight
Adam Lydamore

Michael Maddock
Sam Nixon
Oliver Parr
Lee Pooley
Matthew Ramsey
Hasan Rifat
Jenny Sinden
Kuljit Singh
Michael Smith
Richard Smith
Matthew Surgey
Peter Tipper
Brad Webster
Damien Wilson
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Employee

SPOTLIGHT

90 Days and a 1,300 Mile-Long
Golf Course

Community

OUTREACH

MWH Treatment helps to bridge
the academic – reality gap
17

MWH Treatment and Birmingham City University will
continue to work closely together and more students
will get the opportunity to visit this ground-breaking
project in the future. By supporting the university and
demonstrating a wealth of experience in renewable
energy and engineering working practices, MWH
Treatment is offering students a glimpse into the reality
of working on a design-build project.
Dr. Beck Collins, a lecturer at the University, said “I just
wanted to say thanks again for welcoming us to the
Biomass Plant yesterday.I thought the tour around the
plant was brilliant, and I really enjoyed seeing it all.The
students got a lot out of it; which you could tell by the
nature of the discussion and questions afterwards”.

Students from Birmingham City University, U.K., visited
the new Tyseley Biomass plant. The site will convert
waste wood (diverted from landfill) into 9MW of energy,
enough to power 17,000 homes and reduce the
demand on natural energy resources such as oil and
gas. The students described the site as “breathtaking
in scale, although the footprint is surprisingly small”.
MWH Treatment is the design-build contractor for this
waste-to-energy plant and will operate the plant for a
further five years once constructed.

Pitching in to
Support Local Youth
MWHC is helping support youth in the Ft. Polk, LA
community. Gabriel Englert, quality control expert for
the North and South Fort Wastewater Treatment Plant
Projects, will be heading-up the Rosenpine Dixie Youth
Baseball League for 7-8 year olds. MWHC is one of
three sponsors for the team.

Northwest U.S. Area Manager, Andre Tolme is the First
Person to Golf Across Mongolia!
Andre Tolme is the Northwest U.S. Area Manager
for construction management services (CMS). Since
moving to Portland, OR in 2012 and taking on the Area
Manager role, Andre has helped win more than $12M
worth of new CMS work and has helped grow the
CMS presence in the region. Primary CMS clients in
the region include King County Wastewater Treatment
Division, Skagit PUD, and the City of Bellevue. Active
pursuits include the City of Bend, OR and Clackamas
County Service District No. 1.
Andre is a licensed Professional Engineer and is
on the Board of Directors for the Oregon Chapter of
CMAA. He first came to MWH in 1997 and worked
in the Walnut Creek, CA office for nearly a dozen
years, performing construction management on water,
wastewater, dams, and environmental projects.

In 2001, Andre took a sabbatical from MWH and spent
more than four years backpacking around the globe.
Among his exploits was the Golf Mongolia Expedition,
where Andre walked more than 1,250 miles across
the Mongolian countryside hitting a golf ball in the
natural terrain and spending evenings with nomadic
Mongolian families. His adventure gained international
media attention from the New York Times, USA Today,
The Times of London, Die Welt, Outside Magazine,
and more. TV
appearances
included CNN,
ESPN, PGA Tour
Sunday, the Today
Show, and the
Tonight Show with
Jay Leno.
Andre’s book, I Golfed Across Mongolia, (published
in the U.K. as Golfing Mongolia) recounts his arduous
and comedic adventure. He has since gotten married
and now imparts his love of travel and golf to his three
children, ages 4, 6, and 8.
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370 Interlocken Boulevard
Broomfield, Colorado 80021

www.mwhglobal.com

